Present: Barke (PUBP), Benkeser (BME), Bottomley ((ChEM), Ferri (ME), Parsons (MGT), Webster (CEE), Williams (ECE), Howson (REG-for Pikowsky)

Visitors: Johnson-Marshall (ODOS)

Petitions

1. Student Petitions Considered and Voted-Upon by the Committee
   The committee reviewed two appeals and several new petitions. All were approved except as noted:
   
   1-appealed committee’s previous decision to waive the 36-hour rule (denied)
   1-appealed committee’s previous decision to return Summer 2007
   2-late withdrawals (1denied)
   1-medical withdrawal
   1-late selective withdrawal in MATH 1501 (denied)
   1-to withdraw Spring 2007 and return Summer
   9-to exceed maximum number of credit hours allowed (2denied)
   1-concurrent enrollment with GPC (denied)
   1-to change the prefix of ARCH 4770 to PSYC 4770
   1-to count “D” in INTA 1110 towards minor in spite of “C” grade (denied)
   2-to waive the 36-hour rule (2denied)
   1-to count MUSI 2302 as three hours of vocal instrumental ensemble at the 3000 level or above for music minor
   5-Summer readmission after first drop (5denied)
   3-Summer readmission after second drop (3denied)
   24-tabled

2. Petitions Handled by Administrative Decision
   The following petitions met the guidelines for “Administrative Action,” and were decided by the registrar under the authority granted to her by the Committee. All were approved except as noted:
   
   1-Summer 2007 readmission after first drop
   5- Fall 2007 readmission after first drop
   2-to waive the 10-year rule
   1-award of degree posthumously

Adjourned,

RetaPikowsky
Registrar